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The idea of inaugural lecture as conceived in British 
Universities, like Oxford and Cambridge and many others, is for a 
Professor to give an account of works done by him or her in hislher 
discipline over the years and, probably, to justify his position as a 
Professor and Chair of department. "The institution of professorship" 
according to Chief Afe Babalola, "is not only a distinguished mark of 
high academic honour, it is one that signifies the attainment of 
exemplary scholarship"'. From Afe Babalola's description as stated 
above, we can now go on and say further, that the institution of 
professorship is an honour marking the height of an achievement, the 
highest academic position in the University system. 

An inaugural lecture at Oxford, Cambridge or London would 
normally be delivered by a Professor to his academic colleagues in his 
discipline, and related disciplines, over tea or coffee at the Faculty 
club. And usually, the lecturer's subject matter, contents, arguments, 
and conclusions are easily understood and appreciated by his colleagues 
in these disciplines. In fact, these coIleagues would have read most, if 
not all, ofthe publications of the lecturer whose duty now is to  present 
to them some important aspects ofhis work in one fell swoop. But in 
Nigeria, an inaugural lecture has become a social event, something 
like an Iwuye ceremony which is performed after the conferment of a 
chieftaincy title. Mr. Vice-Chancellor, ladies and gentlemen, this is 
precisely what I am doing today in the Nigerian style, and more 
especialiy, in the style of the Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. 

My scepticism in this lecture is with regard to Niyerian social 
and political cultures, To be more precise, it is about egr democratic 
experiments as seen by us and the outside world and ou: hope, if any, 
ibr t ! ~ c  .;un;ival of democracy in Nigeria, But first, I must ?;I. something 
about the nature of philosophy, and later about scepticij;;l. : shall rest 
my political scepticism on some perceived social maladies i.; aur society 
!tamely, co l~ /~ ,ad~c / io i r ,  irrdi,vci/7//,1c), I~rw~/e,s.vr~e.s,v, :;~,.i-.d, a?tJ 



corn,pfia~, w!lich have always stood in t ic :  I .  2y of political, economic, 
scientific and technological developmenrs. as well as economic and 
intellectual independence, in Nigeria. 1 hope that, by this lecture, I 
may succeed in provoking the minds of well meaning Nigerians and 
redirect them to the paths of rectitude and honour, if this is at all 
pcssible or even probable. 

2. Philosoph~ in General 

As of today, there is no acceptable definition of philosophy. 
However, philosophy is seen as an attempt to arrive at reasoned 
answers to important questions'. This is only one definition of 
philosophy, but with it an important point could be made with respect 
to the fundamental questions and answers that characterize philosophy. 
Philosophical questions are not questions to  which 'yes' or 'no' answers 
can so readily be given. For this reason, there is no decisive or definitive 
answer to any philosophical question, whether in logic, epistemology, 
metaphysics, science, mathematics, ethics, aesthetics or religion. 

Bertrand R u s s ~ l !  regarded philosophy as something 
intermediate between theology and science: "like theology, it is 
concerned with speculation, but like science, it appeals to human reason 
rather than authority'.' The interesting conclusion from Russell's 
equivocation is his difficulty in giving a precise definition of philosophy. 
Philosophy, according to him, is neither science nor theology, "but 
between theology and science there is z no-man's land, exposed to 
a t i d s  from both sides; this no-man's land is philosophy."To show 
that philosopliy is not science, R~sseil  emphasized the point that 
'~alrnost all the q,.;estions of most inreresr to speculative minds are 
such as science cannot answer", for ..sciei7c: tells us what we can 
I<no.v, bur tv'n;lt ~,vxaan know is little. and i.:'.~vt: iirget how much we 
cannot know, we become insensitive to many ihings of very great 
importance'" There are, of course? many irnportznt questions which 
science cannot answer, but cvhich are of' the utmost interest and 

importance to us. Therefore, finding answers to these important 
questions which science cannot answer is the business of philosophy. 

Unlike science and mathematics, no problem ever gets solved 
in philosophy. But the problems raised, critically and analytically 
discussed by philosophers, have led to improvement in the sciences, 
including mathematics which is the language of science. Because every 
subject in philosophy is seen as both conceptually rigorous and 
conceptually analytic, philosophy does ask difficult but searching 
questions in all departments of knowledge. CVe may safely say, in the 
manner of Immanuel Kant, that, in philosophy, reason asks questions 
which reason cannot answer. It is precisely for this reason that 
Professor C.E.M. Joad describes a philosopher as an "impossible 
possessor of impossible knowledge"." 

2.1 Philosophy and Science 

The history of philosophy reveals a very interesting relationship 
between philosophy and science. In Plato's Republic, philosophy is 
described as the highest form of knowledge. Plato's disciple, Aristotle, 
looked at philosophy as the study of first principles. But more than 
anything else, it was Aristotle's philosophical stature that put a stamp 
of authority on philosophy as a discipline that must be courted by all 
other disciplines.' It is from Aristotle that we see philosophy and science 
as twins and mutually re!ated fields. In fact, it has been argued that 
the clear and simple account of  the Western approach to science and 
philosophy began with Aristotle. In his book, i'ltj..~ic.s, Aristotle was 
ofthe opinion that it was one of the kndamental characteristics of the 
scientific method to proceed from what is directly knowable to what 
is intelligible. It was probably the Aristotelian i~fluence that led some 
philosophers to see science and philosophy as part of the same 'hain 
of thought, to the extent that these two were not distinguished from 
one another. Thus "in ancient and medieval times, the whole chain 
from observed facts to intelligible principles was called science and 
was also called philosophy"", Many scientists after this period saw 



science as no~hing but natural philosophy. In Tact, one of the most 
important work cf Isaac Newton in physics is entitled Philosophy of 
Nutui-e:'. Thus, philosophy of physical science is also known as 
philosophy of natural science. Like Albert Einstein and many others, 
Isaac Newton was a philosopher-scientist. 

However, narrow specialization seems to have led to the 
teaching of science and philosophy in different departments as we 
have them today. According to Philipp Frank, there is no more 
cooperation between them: 

The Scientists frequently believe that philosophers are 
just talkers and :hat what they talk is nonsense. The 
philosopher, on the other hand, says that the scientist 
is a small man with a very narrow mind, who 
understands only a very small field, whereas the world 
as a ~vhole is the subject matter of philosophy.") 

The position of the philosopher is quite understandable. Previously, 
h s to t l e  appeared to be an extraordinary philosopher who could easily 
be referred to as an encyclopned~n qf k71uwleLZge. Thus, Aristotle 
conferred on the philosopher the image of a man with omnibus 
knounledge who, by his study of philosophy, has acquired some kind 
of utiversal kilo\~ledse of the whole world and nature. 

It wou!d appear that the scientists accepted the wide 
k n o ~ v i e d p e  attributed to Aristotle but wert: not convinced that there 
could ex er be another Aristotle after him. One explanation usually 
given against che possibility of another Aristctle who was quite at - 
Iiotr~e in scicncc, philosophy, and other discij:!in::s at the same time is 
tila: .;ciencz has 'n1::come uo specialized nowadays t l u t  i t  is no longer 

., . 
\~o.lsit:l: i ~ i -  r, nnin ta Itnow, (1.; Aristotlc did, all th;: hinds o f  subjects 
l i l k c  cti~ics, pl~ysic,;, biology, lmv, poetics, rhetoric, Inyic, philosophy 
i:tc It is thercf'31.c argued that today, nobody can acquire, as Aristotle 
!litl. ;I c~nivessid kriowlcdyc and unrestricted undcrstsndiny of nrzturc, 

man and his environment. Everybody, it is thought, is so busy learning 
to be familiar with a narrow specialized subject that familiarity with a 
wide range of subject is no longer an attractive possibility. From the 
above position and fr-om the war of words between the scientists and 
the philosophers, the saying emerges: "The scientist knows much about 
little; the philosopher knows little about much"." 

The dispute now is between knowing much about little and 
knowing little about much. If critically considered, this dispute can be 
extended to cover all the disciplines in the humanistic studies whose 
range of interests are covered by the studies in philosophy: history, 
social science, law, linguistic, political science, administration, fine 
arts, music and religion.  heref fore, the overriding importance of 
philosophy as Queen of the sciences and the humanities is ably 
demonstrated by its involvement in all departments of human 
knowledge. 

Firs;, philosophy is characterised as the highest form of 
knowledge. It is from this point of view that the highest academic 
degree obtainable in the University is known as Doctor of Philosophy. 
In this connection, there should be some sort of a pride in those people 
who obtained Doctor of Philosophy in Philosophy itself. Second, we 
can say that the philosopher who is said to know little about much, 
sccording to the scientist, is a man who, apart from a deep knowledge 
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of his subject, is also a man who uses his knowledge of philosophy 
arid logic to probe into the nature, scope and problems of other 
disciplines, as the present lecturer has done in science, technology. 
mathernafics, social science, psychiatry, linguistic, traditional medicine, 
politics and religion, as w-:: shall see later in this lecture. ?/lore often 
than cot, it is the philosopher who, by means of logical or critical 
analysis, sees problems which others do not see by raising 5Lmdamenta! 
questions about bvhat many people have taken foi granted ir! their 
respective disciplines, thus creating problems that are in need of 
soiutions. 



A typical example of :;.ic:: a philosopher is the 18Ih cennvry 
Bntish Empiricist philosopher. 3avid Hume This great philosopher 
of all time shocked the whole scientific world and awakened them 
from their dogmatic slumber when he argued, in his li-eatise ofH~/rn'rlmnit 
Nntrii-e (1939)12, that there is no necessary or logical connection 
between cause and effect, that there is no uniformity in nature, and 
that the h ture  may not be like the past, in which case it is not logically 
impossible that the sun may not rise tomorrow and, what is more 
shocking to the Newtonian science, that the law of Gravitation may 
cease to hold as from tomorrow. By a dint of superior philosophical 
argument, Hume was able to show that the enthusiasm ofthe scientist 
about the certainty of empirical o r  inductive statements, and 
conclusions about the world and nature, have no logical warrant or 
support. Hume's scepticism about our knowledge ofthe external world 
is the most celebrated in the history of philosophy and science. 

From the perspective of the history and philosophy of science, 
the impact of Hume's philosophical treatise has gone beyond 
philosophy itself It has led to a better understanding of the nature, 
scope and problems not only in the physical science but also in the 
social science, and even in the humanities like ethics, aesthetics, religion 
and indeed in practically all the fields of human knowledge. Since 
Hume's devastating critique of inductive science, the notion of certainty 
in science. medicine, social science, history and related fields has given 
way to the notion of probability in its various forms. The philosophers' 
incursion into practically all fields of human knowledge is perfectly 
demonstrated by its application to  other academic subjects or 
disciplines in the Universities, as it can be seen in the existence, and 
study, s f  various subjects like the followin,o: Philosophy of Science, 
Philosophy ofhfind, Philosophy of Mathematics, Philosophy of Law, 
Philosophy of Social Science: Philosophy of Religion, Philosophy of 

(Aesthetics), Philosophy of Language, Philosophy of Biology, 
Philosophy of Literature, Philosophy of Medicine, Philosophy of 

Criticism, ~ h i l o ~ o ~ h ~  of  Education, Philosophy of History, 
Philosophical Psychology, Social and Political Philosophy, Medical 
Ethics, Business Ethics, History and Philosophy of Science and 
Technology, Philosophy of Feminism, Philosophy of Logic, Phlosophy 
of Sports, Philosophy of Culture etc. These are probably why, since 
Aristotle, philosophy has been called the queen of the sciences, to 
which I will add "the queen of the humanities" as welI.l3 

By giving the prefix "philosophy o f '  to virtually all the 
disciplines in the sciences and the humanities as stated above, we may 
have shown the overriding importance of philosophy, not only in its 
relation to the sciences and the humanities, but also as a foundation of 
all the departments of human knowledge. By the application of sound 
theoretical reasoning and critical or logical analysis to all subjects, 
philosophy has important bearings on all fields of human knowledge. 
This is necessarily the case in as much as philosophy helps us to 
understand the nature, scope and problems of these different fields of . 

knowledge, even to the extent that philosophical inquiries into their 
nature, scope and problems often lead to the development of ideas 
and growth ofknowledge in the physical or natural science, technology, 
social science, medicine, religion, linguistics, social and political 
philosophy etcI4 

Criticism, according to Popper, is the growth ofknowledge." 
And since criticism, aidzd by logical reasoning, is perhaps the 
philosopher's most important .too!, we can expect that the application 
of philosophy or philosophical method to various fields of human 
knowledge wiii ~ n i y  lead to an increase, rather than dirnu~itior? of 
know!edge in these fields. increase of l inow!ed~e is , o r ~ l ~ t h  O F  
knowledge. Frcm the point of view o-f criticisrr, we caz say -that 
Phi loso~hy of Mathematics or Iht , lo~o>?j i  of  Reli5irjn is no: 
mathematics or theology, but simply philosophy. It is assumed $?at a 
student of mathematics or re!igious studies with a good knoviledge OF 
philosophy would be interested in .the n s tu r~ ,  scope and prob!erns of 



these disciulines. A mere study of mathematics and religious studies 
does not compel any interest in understanding the nature, scope and 
problems of these subjects. Very often it is the mathematician familiar 
with the Philosophy of Mathematics who can engage in fruitful 
discussion with the philosopher on the nature, scope and problems of 
mathematics. Thus, when the philosopher and the mathematician 
engage in a critical discussion on the nature, scope and problems of 
mathematics, the mathematician or an independent listener is likely to 
look at the philosopher as if he is a mathematician par excellence, 
whereas he may only have studied the Philosophy of Mathematics. 
Some interesting examples will explain my point of view about the 
alluring power of philosophy over all other disciplines. 

In ~ e b r u a r ~  1976, the present lecturer wrote a critique of an 
eminent Nigerian mathematician, Professor Chike Obi in his rejection 
of modern mathematics in a lecture he delivered in Darkar, Senegal, 
in 1975 My critique of Chike Obi as revised and elaborated with 
arguments from the logical and philosophical foundations of 
mathematics has been published under the title: "The Relevance of 
Modern Mathematics: A Critique of Professor Chike Obi" in Thought 
and Practice (An East African Journal of Philosophy) in 1984 
Professor Chike Obi asked for the abolition of modern mathematics 
in the Nigeria educational curriculum because, as he thought, Nigerian 
students were not used to abstract, theorerical thinking and so could 
not cope with the rigour of an abstract mathematical system. From 
my own thinking, I thought this was precisely what we needed to 
teach to our children right from the secondary schools. The abstractness 
of mathematical system derives from its logical foundations, which 
has accounted for the apriori character of logic and mathematics. In 
this connection, the works of George Boole and Bertrand Russel were 
very significant. For instance, George Boole's work: n/lnthemidiciil 
Anaiysis of Logic (Cambridge 1847) is known to have marked the 
first successhl application of algebraic methods to logic, and it remains 

the foundation of all subsequent development in modern mathematics 
which is logic plus set theory. It has led to the development of modern 
computers. 

George Boole's idea is M e r  elaborated, with application to 
probability theory, in his later work: An Investigation of the Laws of 
Thought on which are founded the Mathematical Theories of Logic 
and Probabilities (London, 1854). An English mathematician and 
logician, and a Professor of mathematics in Queen's College, Cork in 
Ireland, George Boole had no University training or degree.16 From 
his writings, especially The Mathematical Analysis of Logic 
(Cambridge, 1847 and Oxford, 1951), George Boole effected the 
reduction of logic to mathematics. But after him, a British philosopher, 
Bertrand Russell, wrote extensively on the logical foundations of 
mathematics and, with his works, 27te Principles ofkhathematics 
(London, 1964) and the second volume, Principia Mathernatica 
(Cambridge, 1967) which he co-authored with A.N. Whitehead and, 
in another work, Introdziction to Mathematical Philosophy (London, 
1967) Russell effected the reduction of mathematics to logic. So we 
now have two competing views: reduction of logic to mathematics a 
la George Boole and reduction of mathematics to logic a la Russell. 
But one thing that cannot be denied is that both logic and mathematics 
are abstract discipIines which are not related to reality, and the 
principles of logic or the laws of thought underlie both. '.. 

When my critique made its first appearance in the Daily Sketch, 
several responses from mathematicians were published between 
February and December, 1976, until the editor of the daily newspaper 
called for a truce. Of all the mathematicians who replied to my critique, 
only one, Dr. Victor Olunloyo, then at the IJniversity of Ibadan, 
demonstrated some knowledge of philosophy. He examined Kant, 
Descartes, Plato and other relevant philosophers on the issue of the a 
priori character ofmathematics and logic, both ofwhich were relevant 
to my discussion on modern mathematics. Other p: ~minent writers 



were Dr. (now Prof.) Lassa c.':hmadu Bello University, Zaria, and 
the late Prof. Olubumo of the University of Ibadan. A few months 
after my paper was published, Chike Obi sent me some copies of his 
articles on quadratic equations, his area of specialization, and asked 
me to send him my own public2tions. I had to send him a reply without 
enclosing any articles on mathematics which he would have loved to 
read. Instead, 1 simply wrote to tell him that I was not a mathematician, 
but only a philosopher interested in the philosophical or logical 
foundations of mathematics. It then dawned on those mathematicians 
that a philosopher is one who not only can easily poke his nose into 
other disciplines, but can also discuss or create problems which they 
had never thousht about in those disciplines. That, to me, is a plus for 
the philosopher. 

Another opportunity presented itself during the presidential 
election in 1979 -4Ihaji Shehu Shagari had been declared the winner 
under the then famous mathematical formula known as l P 3 .  A well 
known lawyer, Chief Richard Akinjide, had come out with a 
mathematical "solution" to the problem of 2/3 of 19 States which 
must be won, in addition to a simple majority, before a winner of the 
presidential election could emerge. Surely, 2/3 of 19 is l P 3 ,  anc! 213 
of 19 States is not 12 or but approximately 13 States. But Richard 
Akinjide came out with a formula which put 2/3 of 19 States as 12 
instead of 13 which Sagari badly needed to win the election. The 
preseni lecturer opened the discussion on the absurdity of that 
--..An- ~~~~,.,,~,,a-tical computation in a paper entitled "213 of 19 = 12; not in 
this universe'', published in the ~Vtgerini.r Eihzme in August 1979. 
This was followed by another paper, also :2 the Nigerian Tribune 
where I argued that, if we should accept iil~injide's mathematical 
forzula, its qplication to theathen 19 Stares 1~1:ld have reduced 19 
States to 18 and ! 9 Governors to 18 Governors I-ccause, if 213 of 19 
States = 12 States, then, 213 of 19 Governors would be 12 Governors, 
in which case one Governor would have disappeared frgm the surface 
of the earrh 

Still angry about this mathematical absurdity, I wrote another 
paper, this time a handout, where I showed th&bsurd i ty~ th i s  
mathematical formula with the example of Kano State where it turned 
out that, following the formula, the PRP would have won 11 5% of all 
the votes cast in Kano State even though other political parties did 
win some votes. This certainly is a mathematical absurdity. Thirty six 
copies of my paper were taken to Chief Awolowo in Lagos by Prof. 
Sam Aluko. The mathematical and constitutional issues raised in my 
paper was to assist debate in the Supreme Court. I did warn, however, 
that if the UPN lost the case at the Supreme Court, it should insist 
that it must be quoted in fiiture as a precedent. I said this because I 
knew< that any reference to that judgement would cause a constitutional 
crisis whenever 2/3 of 19 States and 19 Governors &ire to be 
considered. As it turned out, the Chief Justice oftheFederation reksed 
the judgement to be quoted in all h tu re  cases of similar character. 
No wonder, then, that some Nigerian commentators at that time 
referred to the present lecturer as a lecturer in the Department of 
Mathematics while some said he wrote from the Department of 
Statistics! 

Also when a philosopher writes on science and technology 
from the point of view of his training in the Philosophy of Science, 
including History and the Philosophy of Science and Technology, he 
may enjoy the patronage of his colleagues in Physics or Technology. 
For instance, when I was a senior Fulbright scholar in the USA in the 
1983184 academic session, the College of  Enginleering at my host 
institution, the Ohio University, Athens Ohio, USA, invited me to 
deliver a lecture to the college on the topic "Technology and 
Development: The problems ofAfrica", on 15 May, 1984. The revised 
version of the same paper was l a t x  published ander the title: 
"Technology Transfer: A;! African Dilerma" in a book entitled The 
Underside of High Technology, (London/?-ew Il'ork, Greenwood 
Press), 1956, ch. 14 Examples of other Fapers delivered in Nigeria 



include, among others, .':. iodern Science and Mrican Dilemma: The 
Impact of Technology on ifrican Nations", presented at the workshop 
on Technology and Humanities, by Ile-Ife Humanities Society, Obafemi 
Awolowo University, Ile-Ife, 25-26 April, 1988, "Technology and the 
Future of Mankind", presented at the Conference of the Professors 
World Peace Academy", S heraton Hotel, Lagos, 9- 1 1 March, 1989, 
and "Scientific Research, Technology and Self-Reliance", the 2.' Guest 
Lecture Series, delivered to the Oyo State University of Technology 
(now Ladoke Akintola University, Ogbomoso), 5 November, 199 1 
and an earlier paper, "The World and its Enemies: A Philosophical 
Perspective", on the them: "Vision and Reality", delivered at the 
International Conference on George Onvell's Nineteen Eighty Four 
and Its Implications For Life Today, at the Ohio State University, 
Columbus, Ohio, USA, 4-6 may, 1984. This paper was later revised 
and published under the title "George Orwell's 1984 and After: A 
Study of Societal Psychology and the Impact ofTechnology on Human 
Values", together with a postscript, in !bador? Jor~mal of Hun~anistzc 
Stz~die.~ No. 6 August 1993. And when I wrote from my training in the 
Philosophy of  Mind on the topic "Cultural and Philosophical 
Dimensions of Neuro-Medical Science" and published in the Nzgerinn 
./ormml ofP.rychioiry (1987), I may enjoy the patronage of my 
colleagues in the department of psychiatry or mental health in the 
Facuity of Health Science. Incidentally, my paper along with that of 
the present Vice-Chancellor, were published in the same journal after 
. . . . 

their selection from "The Joint Conference of the Association of 
Psychiatrists in Nieeria, the African Psychiatric Association and the 
--. 

World Federation for Mental Health, held st the University of Ife, 
(now Obafemi Awolo~vo University) Ile-Ife. a: the Conference Centre 
- .  . -, University ofife, 20-23 September 1952 ARer this Conference and 
the pu?licarion ofmy paper. the Department ofMrntsl Health, Faculty 
of Health Sciences, appointed me as an associate lecturer. to teach 
the subject, Philosophy of Mind i . e  Mind-Body Identity problem, to 
undergraduate and postgraduate student? ill his deparaiieiil I had 

occasionally done the same at the University Teaching Hospital, Ibadan, 
and the Obafemi Awolowo University Teaching Complex, Ile-Ife for 
a little stipend. 

To me, all of these seem to point to one important conclusion: 
that, perhaps, the characterization of the philosopher as a man with 
omnibus knowledge, in the manner of Aristotle, is not altogether 
misleading because, since Aristotle, philosophers have engaged in 
profitable discussions in all fields of human knowledge Because of 
the nature and scope of their discipline, it is admitted that philosophers 
often do write on any field of human knowledge - science, technology, 
religion, social science, literature, art, etc. to the admiration of scholars 
in these fields. Bertrand Russell did so in his life time. He wrote from 
the point of view of a philosopher on practically any subject of 
discourse. Perhaps, Russell was Aristotle re-incarnate. 

3. Political Scepticism 

Philosophical inquiry about the principles of government and 
social justice has been the concern of philosophers from Plato to John 
Rawls. The history of western philosophy is replete with theorists in 
social and political philosophy. Thus we have Thomas Hobbes' theory 
of government by "covenant", Rousseau's by "social contract" and 
Johil Locke's government by "consent"." Two themes that run through 
all of these theories are democracy and justice. But since Plato, the 
concept of justice has defied accurate definition while democracy, 
seen as "government of the people by the people and for the people" 
has remained so only on paper. 

Every society has its own system ofvalues. This in turn has so 
affected social orsanisation that philosophers have produced a lot of 
work on social and political philosophy But as one ob'evier noticed. 
-'humanity has never been able to discover a gob-ernn:cii~ that rul~.. 
perfectly over all men and women, even thoush ph~lowphers and 
qtatesmen have penned millions of\iords about perfect sir~ernmenl.' 



Be this as it may, democracy is generally acclaimed as the best system 
of government, provided it is run according to the hndamental tenets 
of a democratic system. 

For the rest of this lecture we have to critically examine the 
Nigeria democratic system of government in the light of her so many 
social ills - indiscipline and lawlessness, greed and corruption with 
contradictions. and absurdities as parents of these evils in our society. 

3.1 Contradictions and Absurdities 

In 19 14, two monsters were cloned into the Nigerian society 
by the colonial masters. These monsters which we may call a monstrous 
couple - contradiction and absurdity - later gave birth to two sets of 
twins: first, indiscipline and lawlessness, and second, greed and 
corniption, with the second set of twins corning barely one year after 
the first. In this ease, you could hardly differentiate between their 
ages, heights and appearances. They were identical twins and all of 
them were males. So close were these set of twins that whenever and 
wherever you saw Taiye (indiscipline) you saw his Icehinde 
(lawlessness), ancl wherever you saw the second set of twins and saw 
Taye (greed), you saw his Kehinde (corruption). Then thf; twc 2;-+i: w .,!.. ;;.F 

,. . ,. 
n ,  ir!c;,< -?,-,i=7.P twins agreed to  work together as in a relzy race. As s o c ~  2: .,la! !, .iLLu 

picked up the race, it passed the baton to !awlessness v?:. k i ; ;  ciis>e$ 
the baton to greed and, finally, to corruption whose j b  ?;:es to perik~i: 
the race. Thus, indiscipline and corruption became the ~ r i p k i  and omega 
of the mighty relay race. As the alpha, indiscipline ha2 the sin$.? 
honour of starting the race very well, while the omegn, co.m~ptisn., 
finished the race in a grand style and thus became .the mosr .%:;i:r,~;.is cS 
these monsters of cloned parentage. So entrenched vve:re I;.$.;.;<.- 

monsters that they have completely taken over Nigeria and governed 
her through their ministers: gr.~A, embezzlement, brib.=ry: !sck o l  
accountability, inflation of contracts, gangstsrism, arrrieb robbery, 
killings and everything that is bad. I therefore see Nigeria as a cloned 
nation. It is probably because of this unnatural origin that Nigerian 

social and political maladies have defied human comprehension while 
her numerous problems have become perennially insoluble. Perhaps 
we need a cloned solution to a cloned problem. 

Nigeria is a country full of contradictions and absurdities. When 
Levy Bruhl wrote, a long time ago, that Africans were incapable of 
second order thought, he meant that Miican cultures and thought 
systems were pre-scientific and ?re-logical, csing the term pre-logical 
to describe a kind of thought that is not free from inner self- 
ccntradiction. Although I had criticized Levy Bruhl's position 
somewhere e1sel9, I have since come to the realisation that there is 
some truth in this brutally frank assertion. In as much as a people's 
actions are products oftheir thinking, we can safely say that a people's 
actions are reflections of their thought system. So, if Nigeria is a nation 
full of contradictions, then, it is not unreascnable to say that their 
thoughts are not free from inner-self comradictions. Therefore, my 
scepticisn about Nigerian democracy is ba:sed on the perceived 
contradictions in our social, political, eccnomic and even religious 
be'naviours, and their manifestations inindiscipline, lawlessness, greed 
and conuption. Contradiction may be seen as a defining characteristic 
of our social, political, economic 2nd religious maladies, with the 
auxiliay maladies as manifested by the two sets of twins above. . 

The ordinary. meaning of scepticism, according to the Oxford 
il~-fi;cncedLe~n~er 5. Dictionmy is, simply, an ur,willingness to believe; 
Gr doubt that ce r t a i~  cleims, siateaents, are true or will happen. The 
philosophical defickion that I wi!i adept is rnethodic doubt, as - propounded by the great French pl-iiiosopher, ~ ; t n e , e s c a r t e s . ~ ~  Under 
this definitisn, doubt about certair! beliefs or cleins simply means 
suspension ofjudgz;r,ei.,t. Suspension ofjudgj.orcer:t in this case is not 
like suspension of a strike which rriay n ~ t  last f i r  :::ryl ??_it 2 si~cpensicn 
which may last a life time or even a cexcry .  3.~s!:.eii's scepticism about 

. . 
politics 2nd rehgon cn:!islx! him, 2nd so was t'i:;iolowo's scepticism 

-. , abCiUT ?..;;:lz~T!";: ;.',=;-!-,-xc-3,-,- ?a,"--, -.;,;: - 1  !cc:2nt.l :;our judS ,,.. ., !.,! : ., : I . , -' 2d., ,ernent, yo:! - 



hesitate to gil;.? .:;..:nt to such a judgement because there is no 
guarantee for its ::~Lith. By this fact, my scepticism about Nigerian 
politics, especiaiiy its so-called democratic system of government, 
arises from the fact that there seems to be no guarantee that there can 
be a true democracy in Nigeria, not only in our life time as Chief 
Awolowo had predicted a long time ago, but in the life of our fbture 
generation. My scepticism rests squarely on the maladies stated above 

National Universities Commission is guilty of contradictory 
assumptions. Such statements and acts are not reasonable. They are 
senseless. It is absurd, foolish and ridiculous to utter such directives, 
because they are logically inconsistent and so logically indefensible. If 
anythmg at all, it is the NUC, not the universities, that is badly in need 
of accreditation in the circumstance. This is the plain truth. 

and to which I shall now address myself Nigeria is such a nation full of contradictions that it may have 

Contradiction is very dama,@ng to the human mind and thought. 
I also see it as a disease of the mind. As one of the three laws of 
thought or principles of logic, the principle of non-contradiction (the 
others being identity and excluded middle) enjoins consistency, 
coherence and absolute ehmmat~on of contradiction In thought and 
practice. In thought, it states that a statement cannot be both true and 
false at the same time-( p & - p  ) ,  i.e , it is not the case that p and not I:, 

In practice, it means that aperson cannot be in two places say, Lagos 
and Abuja, at the same time. The lawyers have always applied, and 
very successfully, the principle of non-contradiction in presenting an 
alzbi as a potent argument in the defence of their clients. When a 
father tells his son to go and play football but must not soil his clothes, 
he is guilty of contradictory assumption. When a government orders 
Universities t o  increase their student enrolments but goes on to order 
a cut down in University funding, it is guilty of contradictory 
assumption. When the National University Commission (WJC) gives 
an order that universities must pass its accreditation exercise on the 
facilities it did not provide, an absurd situation that has forced some 
Heads of Department to carry tables, chairs, rugs, drapes, air 
conditioners and books from their homes to their departments just to 
meet the requirement for accreditation, or when the same XUC denies 
accreditation owing to inadequate staff when at the same time it has 
denied the departments the opportunity to increase ihelr staff which 
have gone down by more than 40% as a result of poor funding, the 

presented itself to the outside world as a big theatre of contradictions 
and absurdities. In logic, it is known that any statement, whether true, 
false, meaningless or absurd, follows f?om any contradictory statement. 
That is to say that, from a contradiction, anythmg follows. Perhaps 
this is why it has often been said that Nigeria is a nation where anything 
goes or happens (apology to a former Chief ofArmy St@. A"country 
of anything goes" is a country full o Fcontradictions, and where anarchy 
reigns supreme. From the contradictory nature of our society, a 
Nigerian can be anything under the sun, from a saint to a villain. Taking 
contradiction along with absurdity as the root of our problems, and 
the Field Marshal of our social and political maladies, its two sets of 
twins, which are more vicious maladies, have seized our nation with 
ferocious intensity and spread their tentacles over Nigeria and the 
outside world. These social and political maladies - indiscipline and 
lawIessness, greed and corruption - have displaced God and substituted 
MONEY as an object of worship in our society, to the extent that we 
are neither accountable to God nor to humanity. How close are we to 
Sodom and Gomorrah! 

It is in Nigeria thzt you witness abundant contradictory 
situations and suppositions. First, Nigeria is an oil rich country, but it 
is a country where there is perennial shortage of petroleum products. 
Nigeria is a country which suppli'es electricity to its neighbouring 
countries but suffers from an unending epileptic supply of eiectricity 
at home. Because of its oil wealth, Nigeria is probably one of the 
richest countries in the world, but it is only so on paper. IUigeria is a 



country full of  Inilk and honey; yet it is where less than 5% of its 
citizens are stirkingly rich, while more than 70% live in abject poverty, 
It is a count5 where its leaders, even including some religious leaders, 
preach morality in the morning and break it at noon! Nigeria is a God- 
intoxicated society. It has over 1000 religious denominations of 
assorted kinds and of various descriptions, always conducting 
aggressive prayers at revivals, night vigils in many churches and 
mosques on a daily and weekly basis. Yet, Nigeria has been, and has 
jealously guaided its reputation as, the second most corrupt nation 
on earth! It is 3 country which badly craves for economic, political, 
scientific and technological developments and yet treats her academics 
who are indispensable to these goals as beggars in intellectual clothing. 
How I wish i ie  understood Awolowo's philosophy of man, particularly 
the educated man  as the instrument of social, political, economic, 
scientific and technological changes! Yet there are many more ofthese 
contradictions if-'you care to listen. 

Nigeria is where the judiciary exhibits traits of injustice and 
lawlessness; where people see white and call it black; where people 
see the truth and call it falsehood or see falsehood and call it truth; 
where people pray for economic recovery, while at the same time 
engage in economic sabotage through wasteful spending, abandoned 
projects, stealing of public money and stacking them in foreign 
countries l*hch, in turn, oblige us with huge debts through the financial 
monsters known as the World Bank and International Monetary Fund 
'7' -\ 

( I L V U ~ J ~  u~here people pray for order and at the same time create 
atmosphere b r  tuirnoil or, where people prey for peace and prepare 
for wai; ?\$err it is a sin to tell the truth but grzatiy rewarding to fe!l 
lies; wtere hones: people perish before their tirn?, while rogues triumph 
like saia:r or conquerors; where appointments ~ r : ?  made for 9am only 
For pecplr :s shorn .-up at 12 noon, a situation thr: has led me to aizue 
somewher- else that Africans, of which Nigeria is one, have no concept 
oftime and its direction'', a country where there exists a federal system 

of government that is at the same time unitary in style and practice. 
Nigeria is where patriotism is at the zero level; where people hate 
their country and prefer to migrate to foreign lands in desperate search 
for the golden fleece; where parents prefer their offspirngs to acquire 
their thought system early in life in a foreign language (English) instead 
of their natural language known as mother tongue." Nigeria is where 
pregnant women rush to Europe and America to deliver their babies 
so as to acquire for their babies the nationalities of those foreign 
countries. And there are many more of these contradictions in our 
society which time and space will not permit me to mention. I believe 
that people can think of many more. But with those I have mentioned 
above, it is quite easy to see why we can derive a basketfil of maladies 
from contradictions that have made Nigeria a country where anything 
goes and nothing works, including our democratic experiments that 
have turned out to be everlasting experiments in political failure. 

3.2 Lawiessness and the State of Nature 

Thomas Hobbes had a clear picture of what human beings are 
capable of doing to themselves in a primitive state of nature. The 
state of nature described by Hobbes is a state of lawlessness. In such 
a state, nothing is stable or predictable. It is a state of anarchy where 
life is nasty, brutish and short! Wherever there is lawlessness, there is 
anarchy and where there is anarchy anything can happen. And Nigeria 
has been described as a nation where anything goes. A lawless society 
is definitely an unstable society where anything can happen. It is a 
society uithout order, without principles, and without decorum. Laws 
are made only to be broken without sanctions. There is no enforcement 
O F  laws because those who are to enforce these laws are themselves 
lawless and corrupt. 

W h e ~  you drive on the road, a driver who is behind you begs 
that you should allow him way to overtake you, forsetting that you 
too are rxoving forward, just as he is follcuins you behind Therz are 



often cases c-  ;-'.leemen killing innocent drivers for rehsing to give a goes on Disobedience to the rule oflaw is a poison to  democracy and 
N20 bribe (~,?l:;y,q), and the policemen would get away with that civilized life. When we are in Nigeria, we behave to  +ype, but when 
murder Wha: of trailer drivers and commercial vehicles killing as we are in Europe or America, obedience to the rule nf law is the 
many as fort), .nnocent passengers without prosecution and subseauent beginning of wisdom. 
litigation against the drivers and owners of vehicles in order to compel 
payment of l;ea~-): compensation for all the lives lost. I remember a 
celebrated case in the USA in 1984. A lady died in an automobile 
accident and her parents su:d the manufacturer of the automobile 
because the accident occurred as a result c f  mechanical fault in the 
vehicle. The court awarded a staggering sum of $20 million dollars to 
the parents of the deceased. That was justice in an orderly, disciplined 
and just society. This just reward for a single loss of life is perfectly 
consistent with A~volo~vo's search for reality, meaning and supreme 
value of human existence. 

There is lawlessness everywhere: in the street, on our roads, 
in the motorparks, in the market places, in social parties, in social and 
political organisations, in educational institutions, in public institutions, 
and even in the judiciary where there are some instances of judicial 
lawlessness. Even the lawlessness finds its place in the highest position 
in the land. When  by the judgement of a Kangaroo court, the , 
Government of the late General Sanni Abacha sentenced Ken Saro- 
Witva and others to death by hanging, Mr. John Major, former Prime 
Minister of Grezt Britain, called it judicial murder - an obl iq~e reference 
to judicial lawiessness and wickedness. The judicial lawlessness 
exhibited by the late Justice Ikpeme at Abuja in 1993 and the recent 
judgements by Justices Egbo Egbo and Nnaji on Ngige, the present 
Governor of Anainbra State, have been described as black market 
injunctions. Because of lawlessness, there is divays a disag-zement 
between the Executive and Legislative.4rms ci.'~o::ernrxent. with ezch 
arm inrerpreting the laws its own way as if the !zws are notoriously 
ambiguous or incomprehensible, while the judiciary itself looks on. 
The victims are the masses who watch helplessly as the la~vvless scenario 

- - 

In a state of nature what is paramount in peoples mind is 
survival of the fittest. Underlying this phenomenon is a culture of 
selfishness. Everybody wants the best thing in life for himself at the 
expense of his fellowmen. This ugly situation has been carried to our 
democratic experiment. The dividend of democracy is more hardship 
for the poor and life more abundant for the political elites. Electricity 
or no electricity, water or no water, the rest of the society can go to 
blazes once you have the money to provide generators and boreholes 
for the use of your immediate family. Ostentatious life which Awo 
abhors to the core. is meaningfbl only where people are generally 
poor in the midst of a handful ofrich people. In this case, the best way 
to show the difference between the rich and poor is for the rich to 
flaunt their wealth before the abject poor. In a truly democratic society, 
there is no big man or small man; everybody is i~nportant in his or her 
own right as helshe can afford the basic necessities of life. Those who 
can aEord to live in luxury do so without much notice or bitterness on 
the part of the poor but relatively comfortable and happy citizens. 
The situation in Nigeria is so grave that the yap between the rich and 
the poor has become so great that revolution seems imminent. The 
dividend of democracy is never poverty but prosperity for all. Where 
poverty and neglect turn out to be dividends of democracy, violent 
revolution becomes the ultirr;,te and inevitable dividend, a direct 
offshoot of lawlessness and anarchy. Lawlessn~ss is the father of 
anarchy and anarchy a forerunner ofviolent revolution which is always 
directed against the rich and the ruling class, and this may include 
even the middle class which consists of the academics, civil servants 
and gentlemen of the press, both in the electronic and print media. 



3.3 Indiscipline and Corruption 

I see indiscipline as an uncontrolled, disordered behavici-ir 
owing to a lack of good training of the mind, and corruption as 3.11 

indisciplined act as nurtured by greed. If indiscipline is a cultural trait. 
then it signifies the trait of untrained minds in a culture, whether in a 
primitive or modem culture. Historically, there were some trained 
minds whose written or unwritten ideas were meant to tame societies. 
In ancient philosophy, three of such minds were identified as Socrates, 
Jesus Christ and Conhcius. None of them wrote down anything, but 
their ideas were written down by their disciples. One of them, Jesus 
Christ, stood out as one who was both divine and human. His teachings. 
as recorded by His disciples, have so captivated human beings that he 
has become an object of worship by high and low all over the world 
1n.this care. nobody is comparable to Jesus Christ. But as for Socrates 
and Conhcius. there are comparisons. 

I n  .Africa, there exists an individual comparable to Socrates or 
Confucius ic the training of his mind and his obsession for discipline 
and order. .A mind that has this trait is a mind that is free from inner 
self- contradiction, a mind that puts the intellect and its attendant 
sophistication above human desires and pleasures; a mind that thinks 

, more about the future than the immediete present: a mind \\-hose 
intellectu~l and political sophistications were on their ivay to making 
Nigeria m e  cfthe greatest democracy on earth, on her attainment of 
independence That mind, as you can guess, is that of the i-n- 1 ~,,orta! 
Awo, variously described as "the main issue in Nigerian politics", .'the 
best President Nigeria never bad" and "a great philosopher OF 20'" 
century i l f r i ~ a ' ' . ~ ~  

Throu_ehout the history of mankind. great sciertists. 
mathenatkiacs. social scientists., political theorists and .\en eminel:: 
statesmen were those mhom narure had endowed with superior 
intellectua! powers and philosophic spirits. .\!I the achieiements in 

the social sciences, including politics and economics and, indeed, 
science and technology have been the results of scientific intelligence 
and sound theoretical thinking, the verj  sources of man's capability 
to dominate nature and conquer it to his own advantage. Awolowo 
understands all these and, therefore, for him, man is the sole dynamic 
in nature, the indubitable instrument for social, political, economic, 
scientific and technological changes And it is for this reason that he, 
like Plato, subjugates the human body to his mind, the physical to the 
mental, the appetite or desire to the intellect and reason. An essential 
purpose ofthe training of the mind through education is, in Awolowo's 
social and political doctrine, the triumph of reason i . e  triumph of 
reason over appetite or desire, the veritable seat of indiscipline, 
lawlessness, greed and all forms of corruption in a society. Once you 
have understood Awolowo's philosophy of man, his social and political 
philosophy becomes an easy to swallow, pre-digested system. 

Awo and Plato agreed that appetite, emotion or desire should 
be a slave to reason. But when reason is dethroned for appetite or 
desire, mediocrity or negative emotion, the inevitabie result is the 
corruption of the mind which in turn leads to all sorts of evils like 
greed, bribery, nepotism, abuse and misuse of power. cheating. 
embezzlement, graft, smuggling, violation of the laws of the land, 
violence and gangsterism - all of which are flourishing phenomena in 
Awolocvo's land of birth - Nigeria." 

According to Awo, any society or system of government, in 
whatever county, has one goal: the evolvement of egalitarian society 
i e  the greatest good of the greatest number by which a true meaning 
is given to human existence, individually or collec~tively. Therefore. 
for the purpose of effective governance, just and egalitaiian society. 
those who aspire to leadership in any society must be those who are 
ruled by reason rather than by appetite or desire. They mu: be mentally 
equipped, because a leader without n sound and disciplined mind 
cannot pilot the ship of a state to success. This ii to say that. for a 



leader to make a succe, f his difficult assignment of governing a 
state, "he must possess c c~prehension, mental magnitude and spiritual 
depth"" Thus a leader n bo possesses mental magnitude and spiritual 
depth is a leader who is ail~ays in control of himself or herself Awc;'s 
doctrine of mental magnitude involves a typical stoic conception of 
life In this connection, he believes that if one wants to be master of 
others, he must first of all be master of himself, and in order to be able 
to discipline others, one must himself be self-disciplined. 

Men of affairs and wisdom everywhere are unanimous 
in  the view that only "those who are masters of 
themselves become masters of others". Aristotle said 
it, with the authority of one of the greatest and wisest 
men that ever lived. "Let him that would move the 
world first move himself"'. And if we may, in passing, 
adopt Aristotle's words, we should say: "Let the 
country that would lead Africa, first lead itself out of 
its own domestic mess."" 

The cultivation of mental magnitude, in AWO'S sense, therefore, 
involves the cultivation of self-discipline of the highest order. Self 
discipline is the tool by nhich mental magnitude exhibits itself by the 
way of curbing greed, bribery, corruption, lawlessness, all appetites 
or desires and negative emotions like anger, hate, envy, jealousy, fear, 
greed, selfishness, pettiness, wickedness, sadism etc. In particular, 
Awo considers it a settled opinion that the tyranny of the flesh is the 
worst of all tyrannies known to man. For this reason, he argues that 
only those who have subdued this tyranny can successfUlly lead others 
out of the bondage of ignorance, poverty and disease. In short, "good 
leadership involves self-conquest, and self conquest is attainable only 
by cultivating, as a first major step, what some applied psychologists 
haw: termed 'The regime of  mental magnitude". The regime ofmental 
magnitude is cultivated through the training of the mind, and an 
-7sential tool for that purpose is Education." And this explains 

Av~olowo's unhidden love for academics and intellectuals of various 1 

descriptions in our society and in his political party, the very famous 1 
Unity Party of Nigeria (UPN). In explaining hrther how this regime 1 
is cultivated, Abvo reveals his stoic philosophy of life which, for a 1 
leader, requires self- mortification of the highest order. 1 

I 
In plain language, the regime of mental magnitude is 
cultivated when we are sexually continent, abstemious 

I 
I 

in food, abstain from alcoholic beverage and tobacco l 
and completely vanquish the emotion of greed and I 
fear.2R I 
For the subjection of appetite or desire to reason, and the 

development of man's physical and spiritual well being, Awolowo 
considered education as the first cardinal principle of his Party's (UPN) 
manifesto in 1979. Incidentally. that party, the Unity Party of Nigeria, 
was seen as the most disciplined party in Nigeria. This discipline, as 
manifested in Awe's private and public life finds one of its best 
expression in his memorabilia adorning the walls of Ehnyela Hall at 
Ikenne till today. There !AVO wrote and signed: 

It have never regarded myself as having a rnoncpoly of 
knowledge. The trouble is that when most people in 
public lifc and in position of leadership are spending 
whole days and nights carousing in night clubs or in 
ccmpany of men of shady characters and women of 
easy virtue 1, like a few others, am always at my post 
w~rking  hard at the country's problems and trying to 
find solutions to them.. .only the deep can call to the 
deep. 29 

From the above, we are in a positior, to see more clearly the 1 
role discipline or indiscipline can play in any society. It has been stated 1 
that a leader who wants to discipline others must himself be self- 1 
disciplined. Nigeria is a society where indiscipline is the order of the 1 



day. It gces from t cy  the Tier;] bottom of our society. In the 
government circle, briber], ccrrr.!ptio~ and nepotism are the order of 
the day. If a Permaner~t Secretary -.is cm-upt, he cannot discipline his 
corrupt subordinztes. The same is t x e  of any Minister, Prime Minister 
or President who may lose noral a!.!thority to discipline his appointees 
and other subordinates if he hirnseif' is indisciplined and corrupt. In 
this case, corruption spreads Kite wild fire and becomes institutionalised 
from top to bottom. The same obtait.5 in private and public institutions 
and it also manifests itself during :$+,ions where corruption inakes 
nonsense of the word democracy. 

In his brief address to the ~ e o p l e  of Gettysburg, the President 
of the United States of_4ixericn, Abraham Lincoln, had this prayer: 
that the governnent ofthe ~ecpie ,  by the people and for the people 
shall not perish fiom ;he ex~?.h.~Y,ii good prayer it was, in what has 
become the vest scceptzc! definzio~l of democracy. Whereas a purely . .  . 
democratic go~i:maent is an !ircj:CI?, it seems reascnable to assume 
that, for the pur~z ~ c '  ofconveni?::ce, a grsat  umber of people will be 
prep3;2d 2crer+ . , . . t'.3 . .. .,.:.,\.c: ' _ . , '.- . .; ., ' , . . .: .:..,, : . - % .  . -.- .!, ?. ~ E W  as representatives 
of th5ir Cs i jy - : -  .-, .'.' '- ,: , . ;  :.-:'..,.,. - ' , .  -'2. .., . ... ..:. ,. - ..,.. . .. . . ,. I..: -.;,< the danger of this 

. . ,  demociz;ic e;7y,-Rr-.;c!7. ..:. - - .; . ; ; '.  > - , . - -  . .  ' - k 7 $ i  ?-:-  .j--.,vn .. ...,... ... ik::.. .,; : .J. .4~. . . ;.tr. ,rnrni.,nt easq; 
.. . . " once the few Fa-,;? :. -+ v..." : - : ; i ? ~ ~ q i  -- 2- -. ,-r: nl-- ; - .  . . . .: .; . . -, ,!;,:. . ,, ; . :vzr and persuasion. . . 

% . -. - : .;,;. :..,-: .. . ..- i -  This kind of i:::~:,.::? t. .,:; ,.: , .. il.:l?rian derr,ocracy 
some!vhere e:'_czr kr.2 I ?t.on%!y believe 1-i crfiiid i;ad to undersirable 
consequences. espzcia!!y in an iI!i:,srate or semi m-.i.l I '? 'T .zrate society like 
ows. 

The danger her: is indiscipline, the human greed and appetite 
for unrestricted o::, ie:.  wealth and domination. Once power is tasted, 
most politicians \I;CLZL to remain i n  it by employing all sorts of corrupt 
means to  rzrzaln :n ;;07r;er. Bzsause the electcrates have been 

. , 
de1ibe;atel.i pause r :5  26, they are easily amenable to voting at a prize 
put or. their heads, t,2 t.!e extent that money, rather than merit, becomes 
the soie detern;i.r.anc ofv~,ho gets electod at any election. Tn addition 

to money, state power is c4e:; ..j;.d..; ..; force people to vote against 
--. their wishes and ccnscienr.:. i s  :r;!iti(:ians who have no good 

records do succe~sfiilly bribe :heii- ways through the so-called 
screening exercise, and cornpiei.~ the job by buying over the poor 
electorates. in Nigeria, winning sn ei.ictii;n is for the highest bidder 
which translates into what Awolcwo nays about Nigerian Democracy 
as cash and carry democracy or choy mtl chop In some 
cases, human beings do not vote, ss only abstract numbers are 
recorded. And this makes nonsmse of free 2nd' fair election in a 
democratic setting. So, what ws snii democracy is actuallv not a 
democracy it is a system of mental and physical cheating, and buying 
ofvotes in the political open rnar'cet. 4 r d  y b  ~ i :  talk of democracy as 
government of the people, by the p e ~ p i e  ar,d fix the people. In this 
way, the road to totalitarianisn or dictatorship 12iffers odp  in degrees 
and method, nct in k i ~ d .  a/Vhi!e tota1i::arianism is achieved by means 
of f ~ r w  Oi a noil-zizctiue one . j 2 ~  ~:is:em, d~mecrac;: ):IS practised 

. . in Nig-ria :s 2 rsre wiirrcb7i cr.ce in e .yy  A5i\:;yc3a:i. i t  a f&- general 
clectioa, pecple x-e mad.. to &!ieTje i.hx the;? ?.re ;,.o:;eI17ing t l i _ e n s e l ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  
.AS Toon 2s 2 -5-4.;; ?304;,2 ceme ?r\l;;:r thy,  - ' -p - r -  -sr 

1 '  ,, .A2,  i d  ,flat they dc not 
. ,  .. 

cs.;e ;<:-;y Y1]zyj~lj::e !i17d ;eSP:)nji3]ll$. I;.-. .,,.-e-. - - ,,.. . ~ b o  had earlier 
: ,. 

F~.:ea j i l ~ i h 2 ~ 1 ~  !I;<.: iaerchandise, iz a t ~ ? i l ~ t  ! ! i g r~s  wlli~fi, by an;, 
1 C t i !::e u~::ac;;.i nation, dn r,o; rsp;lser,t :l~l~,-:an beings. 

>--a 

7i1 esr;ence, pc;li:iiims ~1ji;c ai-3 Aected .:o ov:m caraot be 
queried f91- doing zclthi2g ?ZT the ES?CP~Z, i; tk.ei~ rise or ieturn to 
cower is 1291 determined by any judgerfl.=zt ~f .their previous records 
ar.d peif2rmance ir, oRce, hilt by the  me :-,rrup! means of buying 
and ssilifig oCvates in the usual grand ;t:i!e. inc!!vld!.lall% they enjoy 
immunity against sealing of pi~blic Elads iha; Ire ozcesiav for buying 
the conscience of voteis at the ~.::i -1ection. This is why, as socn as 
they get to pwver, they n a k z  ;xre ;h-y c:->!fi :.~or:~hins, inciudj~g ihe 
national treasury, a id dispose of the produc-ts as .they think, to the 
zxtent that a government of the people by the people and for the 



. . and cieilian p ;e rnment j .  This scenario, to me. ;: inj~rious to the 
growth and health of democracy and good gcvezance. The only 
successt'ul denocracy in Nigeria was that ofthe d d  '?iestern Regiori 
under Chief Obaferni Lil.r~.'oio-+~,ro 351 a cruel hand c.' ;'cite and to the 
disadvantage ofYigeri3, Aivolo\1.~ was prevented ?: ; i~ piitling irlio 
practic:. a[ Fzde:-al lev::!, I,$ bat he did for ? - ' - - + A -  g V _ 2 L i l f i  Region as 
Premier In view- of his poten.:ials to make Nigeria c;r-?.t. there was no - 

u I I 
I I 
i I 

I 

people becomes a ,gove,mneni oi'the people by the elite and for the way the Westem powers would have ailowad AWO~OWO to rule this 1 1 
elite. What is more, in 2rd1sr ta hold on to power, every system of country for fear of 'ligeria becoming a biack ~ io r ld  super power. 1 
mental cheatins - double think and double talk, i.e. the power of 

General Obasa~?jo had the singular luck and honour of being 
the anointed per-scn to completiz ??!ilrtd.? >/lo'.anmed's transition 
programme. By harding 9~r: pcwsr ts :%hz.ji Shehu Shagari under 
controversial circumstai?c~s nctwitl?s:andin. . . Obasa~jo became a hero 
and mar. of history Si:agari tried hss eesL, Cr; he %\;as surrounded by 
vipers and predators vihon he coiild i!!It ~ i . ~ i i o l  Then came General 
Buhari, another militaF rr , ;m ~ 1 r - j ~ -  3';z-zari out of office on 3 1 

holding two contradictory beliefs in one's find simultaneously, and 
accepting both of them3- - are employed, especially through 
government functionaries or ~villing mass media. In underdeveloped 
countries ofMnca, like I',iigeria: Inass rigging of elections, persecution, 
killing of political opponents, bribery and corruption are sure symptoms 
of indiscipline vchich has no place in 70's regme ofmental magnitude, 
Many Nigerians share mv r.ir=ws a3 ;pressed in this lecture. The level 
of corruption is SO ,oreat in our unending democratic experiments that 
Reuben Abatti, in an African Independent Television ( N T )  prog-a-e, 
f'nfito's Cmt?g, at I Ipm, 5 Fzbrdary, 2004, publicly said that Nigeria 
is an abandoned property. He made this point as a result of the 

December, 193 j Suhar! his r;a;ii ;?!,.:1,,i!7 farno~~s war against 

, ,. 

m e r  the 1959 General election, Tafana Balewa became the 1 
Prime Minister and Awolowo leader of opposition. As a result of 1 

lawlessness in the W-ester11 Region and scppoit by an equally lawless 1 
Federal government, there was crisis which consumed, like fire, not 1 

only the Western Region, but the en~irz Federation. Tafawa Balewa's 1 
government was terminated in January 1966, i\guyi ~ronsi cut his 1 

e regime brutally short by his iniroductloil of a unitary system of 1 
government into the nation's democratic system. Ironically, the unitary 1 

system of government for which Ironsi's life and government were 1 
cut short later became the pattern of government by succeeding military 1 

governments, Gowon moved in, and with plenty of money in his kitty, 1 
corrurtion and wastes associated ~iit,ll many abandoned projects and he boasted to the whole world that . money . was not his problem but 

properties in Nig~ria. If we accept Abatti's view, then we may also how to spend it, i\nd wjth an aston~rl~ing rapidity, the Western powers 1 
say that  Niseriz s a ~>:nsi:,r:d ~ ; ~ u n ~ ~ , ,  just 5s scyinka said about came in to solve Gowon's problem by helping him to quickly spend I 

Nigerians a<; a \hjx,a:;:~j ; ~ . C ~ : ~ ~ : L ~ C . , , , .  h v;ith i l l 1  these facts disposal, the money on wastefUl projects.,He was succeeded by Gen Mutala I 
-. 

can SZ-; ~ h ~ t ,  i: t j  .: .>-::$,-I-:; i;";~': jt' 02~ .  rjoli.tica] thinking and Mohammed, another military man who ruled Nigeria for a very short 
I . . .  . , .  . - act~s.~t!?s, ther? is !lo 6: :.:-~~,;-=d,:. . ::; m.5/:gyia, i , i l , i , .  :Jenocracy has taken period, He died a hero, althcugh it was dificuit to know how he 

. , .. 1 '  the garb of?~taiirx-:c - ::;"I; :- : :: :T.~ ::;;,-?:.~p: zr, : 1,; ceflain deQrees would have ended his reign had he not died at the time he did. Perhaps 1 
. . from Rla,xisr TO faiit2.r s.ii:::-, . .j; :-! . ; , : . z ; : ~ ; - ~ . : ~ ,  death to him was a blessing The only thing against him was his 

. - destruction of the civil service where the positions of permanent 1 4. %yh.?t Hope for D.x.x:~~::r:~,:~ 1 3  Njge;ltf ;. secretaries and confirmed oficers were no longer permanent nor ~ 
Sil;ce independ~r.ce, Ni;zeria ha3 osci!!~t,2c! ;7Tvveer: rniijtarv secured. in accordance to !:he civil service regu!aiions. I I 



indiscipline, wnile ne ::!::; ~ C u s e d  to devalue the Naira .Eowever his 
greatest undoing %\as tribalism and nepotism which his adversaries 
used as an excuse to drive him out of office on 27 August, 1985, 
General Ibrahim Badamosi Babangida who drove out Buhari from 
office, started well and had one good thing to his advantage. He had 
a great respect for :he intellectuals and used them to his own advantage. 
He was certaidy cn his way to  becoming one of the greatest statesmen 
(after Awolowo and Obasanjo) in Nigerian history when he annulled 
the freest and fairest dection ever held in Nigeria. His achievement 
would have sureasseci that of Obasanjo had he handed over power to 
Chief M.K.0 dbicin. the winner of the free and fair election. The 
truth has no! $ 5 ~ 2  :id about the motive for the annulment till today, 
and sc Fabz -~ r id~  has this problem to contend with. in order to redeem - 
his image k must purge himself of the sin of annulinent I believe he 
would be forgiven if he asks for forgiveness. 

After Babacgida stepped aside, he appointed, for the first time 
after Shagari's intmsion into the reigns of Generals, Chief Ernest 
Sonekan as the leader of a hurriedly concocted interim government 
which I once described as interim nonsense. it is dificult to see what 
significant position Sonekan held in Nigerian political history. Apart 
from the fact that his regime was declared illegal by the coun, he 
reigned but did imf m!e, while he was only a mere shadow of himself 

.-- --- 
m the corridors ofpower. Quite easily, his minister of defence and the 
deiefacto ruler, Gec. Zami Koacha, seized power from him and sacked 
all political of ice  ho1d.1-s in November, 1993 His was a reign of 
terror which Xigerians wi!! cever forget in a hurry Be was a powernil 
and wicked dictator, Lct d2s, ;he man died 1iX: 3 i l i ,  and the naiion 
jubilated at his denis. G-zdral Abdu!salam took ove: i- ih- midst n i  

- .  - -  
horse :radinc - Re rd: ?.is .zar!< b;, i3itia:ifi.z :on;- r z f ~ r ~ s ,  i2,-h!2iop 
Er! U F W ~ F ~  revi.2-7 ' ~ f  sa!af=s and condj.tion of service f.7r - - .  . . - - -  
University teachers rbrsnci his Minister of Educatic?: &IT, Or: to 
whom sarca pet.;!? " .  -1-7i-rzl 2s ASIPJ'; xiristsr 2nd iybg d$nitzj,y 

ha: left a good history behlnd kim as Zducaticn Minister. Perhaps 
Gxeral  Abdulsalam's best achievement was Pis handing over the reigns 
of ?ewer to a civilian government under the Presidentship of Chief 
Ol~segun Obasanjo who had just been released from Abacha's prison. 

Chief Olusegun Dbasanjc ?ias t.he juckiest man in Nigerian 
military and political landscapes. Xr: wis  the man who completed 
Brigadier Benjamin Adekunle's uncomgictcd jcb by accepting B i d a n  
surrender in January, 1970. He also it vies who completed Murtala 
Muhammed's transition programme by hzndicg over power to the 
civilian administration of Alhaji Shehu Shagari in 1979. As if that was 
not enough, he was destined to conplete the longest transition in 
history - from Babangida to Abduisz!xn - when he became the second 
civilian President since independence. 1; was his second coming, first 
as lvfilitary Head of Stzite (1 076-i 979) ard cow as civilian President. 
I had studied this scenario of systematic luck En his person and advised, 
in my book, dwo as aphilos~pher'~, that he xust thin< carefully about 
his strifigs of luck which must have been by divine connection, and 
use this second and final oppofi~nity aEorded him by God to take 
care of the poor who had never benefited from God's given natural 
resources (oil wealth) in this coo~t ry  since independence. Precisely, I 
advised that he should concentrate more cn improving the lot of the 
poor masses and the middle class than the rich ivho are getting richer 
by the day, and pay less attention to the diaxtes ofthe imperialists as 
ably represented by the World ?IT& arcl the I&.F If I were Mr. 
President I would almost always dc the opposite of the selfish, wicked, 
deadly aLld sinhl prescriptions of ihese finaxial mcnsters, as A\v:wolowo 
did when he was in ~overnr;,i3nt,."~" 

I-i the present derr.ocr3iic qistem i e  P:zside~t may have good 
inten*,ions, butthe methods of x~,>ng or!-\ i,~i,~atiXX may be rough, 

tough and bereft of the milk of i?u=an Sii2ncss. 2s people ofien say. 
or he m;ly have been surrouilded Sy b;d an?  tired dv i sen ,  or by 

. .  , . 

people who i~ g j ~ p  i?im a_.:::-: ?::.;-; ::: 2s: hei i  advice ma) 



be ignored for whatever reason. Since I believe that history cannot be 
written about Obasanjo while he is in offi'ce as President, and still 
making history everyday, I shall leave the judgement of his regime to 
posterity. But I think President Obasanjo and his team of Ministers 
and special advisers need our prayers, and they must try not to render 
our prayers ineffective. 

From the scenario thus painted about our  successive 
experiments in military dictatorship and democratic government, I 
think there is something to be learnt from Awolowo's doctrine of 
mental magnitude which also has its religious foundation in spiritual 
depth and love of God and our fellowmen, irrespective of whether 
one is rich or poor, as both are not only children of Gpd but equal in 
His ejes. The ultimate objective of obedience to the will of God and 
the General will of the people is LOVE and the pursuit of the good - 
the greatest good of the greatest number Awolowo's political doctrine 
is based on his quotation from the Peopk b Republic, 

The touchstone of what is good, be it a thought, or 
word or action is love. We are to love our neighbour 
as ourselves. Anything therefore - any thought or word 
or action-which falls short of LOVE is evil, and holds 
within itself the zerm of  its own eventual and inevitable 
destr~ct ion. '~  

Therefore. for A~volowo, the ultimate moral ifiiunctioii for any 
leader of a government is "love thy neighbour as yourself' or, as in 
Immanuel Kant's cate~orical imperative, "do unto others as you would 
wish them do unto you"." This to me remains the canon by which 
any leader in a democratic government can achieve a just and E , ~  ~aliiarian 
society. i t  ~ v i l l  r:move a]! traits ofarrogance, selfishness, indiscipline, 
lawlessness and corrupticn from the leader, prompt him to always do 
good in accordance to ti: mle of egalitarianism which enjoins complete 
reverence to the ivill ofthe people which is also the ~vill of God and, 

by implication, the greetest good of the greatest number It is by 
following this rule that Ive can have a semblance of democracy 

In so far as the above has never been the practice in any 
government, military or democratic in Nigeria, our scepticism leads 
us to two drastic solutions. The first may be a crazy solution, but it is, 
theoreticallv, a solution nevertheless In order to eradicate malaria, ,. 

one may think of eradicating mosquitoes from the face of the earth. 
But this is impossible. In practical but crazy term, it would be easier 
to eliminate the human race than to eradicate the mosquitoes. In this 
case, there would be no person for the mosquitoes to  bite and 
consequently there would be no malaria. If a solution is what we want, 
this, at least theoretically, is one. By the same token, if we think that 
there can be no solution to the problems of indiscipline, lawlessness 
and corruption which make mockery of our democracy, we can think 
of a theoretical but crazy solution to this problem. We may conceive 
of the possibility of eliminating all indisciplined, lawless and corrupt 
people in Nigeria, or if we cannot find all of them for elimination, we 
put an age limit say, 18 years and below as those to be spared if we 
think that this age group has not been contaminated. Unfortunately, 
we do often see many of this a;e group involved in indiscipline, 
lawlessness and corruption in one way or the other. Even in the 
universit!;, we see mony of them engaging in indiscipline, lawlessness 
and corn;-,:ion. Many of them protest against the increase in hostel 
accommodation from N90 to  N5,000 but go on to buy many bed 
spaces at N90 and sell them to other students at about N30,OOO. Which 
means we cannot trust these young people as h t ~ i r e  leaders. If we 
reduce the age to 10 and below, we find out that even these relatively 
young people are lawiess, iodiscipiined, and corrupt as well. They 
have grown up in a iawless. indisciplined and corrupt society. What, 
then, do we do? Do we pra:/ to the Almighty God to judge Nigeria by 
treating her as He did Sodom and Gomorrah or ask Him to sink us 
into the Atlantic ocean so that we all end up in the bellies of sharks 



l 

and 
.Qj these rnzy be heresy and against the will of ~~d 

I 

I 
who prefers repentance the death of  sinners But they are Poisib]e I 

I solutions suggested out of frustration. 
I 

mother possible solution to our democratic madness 
be eugenic breeding, the raising and development of offspnngl 

judicious and sefective breeding, such as Plato would have 
liked for his d d  ~ocirty. Under the system o f e ~ g , , ~  breeding, the 
people whose untrained minds are bll  of inner-contradiClianl and 
who are i a ~ ~ e s s ,  indisciplined and cormpt ~ i l L  by castRtiO~, be 
prevented fi~m)mcreatinp, thus preventing them from breeding their 
likes in Our society If this method is repeated sver a pefiod oftime 
""lJ' thjse with trajned and disciplined minds, the honest 
lnd i n c O r ~ ~ b l e  would hare been allowed to procreate, 
howevc is fa  find who a,; qualified for this speciaj 
privilege T ~ s  may not work as i: may be ~ f i c u l t ,  ifnot, imposiible, 

fizd2mil!i12fl P ~ O P ~  out of 100 ~ l j i o n  Nigerians who would qua~i@ . . 
to partlclat? ig :his e!izenic br2edi3, p erhaps the idea here is to 
Prevent u:zed!~;atcd pe:.:3je I ~ , ? ~ ; , ~ ; ~ :  +-.-; 

. A i~:-?ed lad disciplined from 
JJr~cr?2Ii?lg :3 a , a y  1 ' ~ ~ ~ ; r i ~ : ~  32 ,*? 1; thF 

.* ,11, ...- breeding of &ture Xiperinn; ,h, acujd . . , ~, . I-,.-: . ! z d ~ ~ ~ i ~ { j ~ + f  
A-, grwedy, lawless and CS'Rpt. a a$ho;,;i: :,:is i s  .I !,-5,L-:.,il, - vf:sible soliition, it is, 

w~enhe!ess, 3 crazy ~pii:r in- _._ 
~. T u , d . ~ , i ~  ;T-r .- :m.-ail~ unacceptable, 

Demc,crac~ it s przcticed in ~ ~ : e r d ~ ~ ~ ~ p ~ d  wodd is 
. d a n r r r ~ ~ j  can be no true dcrno~ra ;~  ,i;iOu; ~~~~~~i~ and 
1niefiectu21 inf je~ecden~e.  11 2 d ~ g e r o u r  &,j bar!<liard syjtem of 
"Ocrnrnent i ~ -  - 

as SOvemnent of sheer majority, it is installed by "literares ~~~0 do not /JOS.SeSS V d h ~ t  . ~ w o ~ ~ \ ~ o  calls comprehension - 
~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~  ma$nir'~de, and spiritual dept11, or the ability to apDrecjatc 

- 1 .':asp saljeni jza i i s  as as nos: 
;;7- ,> 7 - . of the practical and temporal - - ~ 2 i ~ f ~ ~ a t i ~ ~ ~  01.2 gkren problem or s i t ~ ~ t i ~ ~ , . , y  .rhus [he merit or demeci 
2'dem~crd~!/  can be established from the q u a J i ~ ~  ofthe individuajs as 
.;,~';"il 3s the elo ,,, '% leaders in a State. ~heiefcr[ & m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  can 

~ u t  to be a disaster GT a curse, i...:::iL it .;i2nfi:.L~~ 10 ii?e regime of 
n ~ n t a l  magritude where both citizens i.5. the electorates and their 
elected leaders, have cultivated, through education and discipline of 
the mind, the essential ingredients of mental magnitude and spiritual 
depth. 

Surely Awolowo's prescription of sound education calls for a 
review of the standard and qualific~tions of our leaders. It also calls 
for 2 proper education of our electorates because an uneducated 
electorate cannot objectiveIy assess the qualities of a candidate as 
cpnpared to hislher literato counterpart who would have critically 
assessed these qualities and manifestos before casting hidher vote. It 
is even more serious for an- elected member who, by virtue of his 
illiteracy or semi-illiteracy, is incapable of comprehending salient details 
about the issues before Findher and so cannot meaningfully contribute 
to the debates in the FJational and State Assemblies. In order to improve 
upor. t > s  deinoi-ratic system, the :-inirnum c;ua!if;lsation for our 

(. . . 1 . . nc,,Ir:...,.. -.,I~:!S S ~ C U ! ~  ce a u~iv-ersit:; degree or  i;: qcivaler:L, as it is almost 
. . , .  

.ii-,:,;a;;.~s i.zs+: :c c;vr!ize-j coui-;-cries, T*lcheTs. L:~IT!.=-~TT~ , -1 . -i ;::/ !ec.turers 
n.qd s~;asor.e!i cil.:il sefr;s.if; <hoi.jid be a:!o::t;sr'; t ; - i  ?:I2? coi:Tics rhroug)l . .. 
ica;:.e ~f 7 c - j  ;.err,? back ti2 tl:,eir posts ;: t h p ~ ,  i::.;i -*..,: - - ".b.,L "-A , 

., . 
:- . !- . - . ,-,.,-.+. , ;  :? .--.. .;,.',, T . . - . - .l.,:l ;- >.- DOSTS af er  ~ n t '  expi:ation of their t?mls if' they 

< .  
-.-*, ..,. ;-_ ,je.-t~r-~%: (1:- a % - - . -  -s ,,,.: - : 4.?c,~,:!<- c;; :;-&- ,;i,<cz ~ ~ 7 . ~ ~  ;>.::; c ~ i z p j e ~ e ~  
, . -"+,* .* -!:L:?,.~: 

<.- ... pljii~lr_::? ilPPO!ET3-P2lS. 
. . 

As at' now, .i,o!iT:ics is the exrsl'us:.,:~ preser./z cf rich, the 
. * 

z!i-emplo;;,e!: 2nd .the non-esployed. Th.3 i~cl::sior ofhighly i.d?lcated 
cecp!e into pciitics wil! i ~ p r o v e  the qualiry of debates 2nd critical 

- I * '  

apprnissls G: ciicii;;: opr;;ior,s 33 the!; i;og:zi-n the ae:??;ai aliii. vji]I 
. . . .. 

L, 

nalte dla:rzt::;rskip i ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ! ~ ! t  no: imp~ssible, i . ~ ? k e  p!iticians 
understand, appreciate and e'cey the i-~lt: ~ r '  !alp and especial!!/ the 
rille govei-ning separation 0-f poLA!ers. It i; .this srcup sf t;czpji: that - .  

can easily and quickly understand the tenets ot'bernocrac:l. Instead of 
seiiig democracy as a perpetual experi~!er,r or sr! unending learning 



process, this group of people will strive to make democracy work. 
They will be in a position to neaninghlly talk about dividend of 
democracy because they understand its import, meaning and what it 
is all about -justice and fairness, the greatest good of the greatest 
number, life more abundant and prosperity for all. 

5. Conclusion 

I admit that there is no corrupt free nation in the world today. 
That is why we are number two ofthe most corrupt nations on earth. 
But this disgracefil assessment tells much about our democratic 
experiments, past, present, and our scepticism about the hture. What 
we all know is that indiscipline, lawlessness, greed, corruption and 
other vices like drunkenness, stealing which are all forms of madness 
vary in different degrees. Adninkard will not condemn his drunkenness, 
but others will. A rogue will always like to see himself as a smart 
fellow, but others will see him as a crook or a villain. A madman is 
incapable of seeing himself as a mentally deranged person, but others 
see him as a lunatic ar,d a nuisance $0 the bargain. In this lecture I 
have traced the di&ri:nt maia2ies or nadness associated with the 
contradictions in our s+:ciety as !ndiszisline, iawlessness, greed and 
corruption. My scepticism r-sst; o r  n;i suspicion that these, truly, are 

. .< incuiabie for now o i  ir. tile hear 5 ~ t i i i ~ ;  O:~CSIQI!Y as they have grown 
their wings from top tn hoti-cw. i.e 5-orr. the government to the 
governed The situation is so bad that it has become spectacuhrly 
scandalous. Because we do not recognise this as such, or fail to 
recognise it, we pretend to be happy and comfortable about it to the 
extent that, in spite of our maladies and suffering, we are always 
smiling, and remain smiling (apology to Fela Anikulapo Kuti) This 
may explain why, in spite of the social and politicai nlaladies discussed, 
Nigerians are rated the happiest people in the world. By this singular 
judpement from the outside world; my initial hypothesis that Nigeria 
is a land hll of contradictions readily falls into place. 

Perhaps I should warn our African leaders that they should 
stop deceiving themselves by believing that the outside world genuinely 
respect them and their countries. When African leaders travel to Europe 
or America to dine with Kings, Queen's, Presidents and Prime Ministers 
and are received with red carpets, little do they know that it is not 
their persons or their countries that zre being respected but their natural 
resources like oil, gold, diamond or uranium which they badly need to 
improve their economies and the general condition of their citizens. 
While they use the wealth cornered from our country, Nigeria, to 
make life comfortabie and more abundant for the generality of their 
citizens, they misadvise us to either retrench workers or render them 
poor with poor wages so as to enhance their own investment 
3pportunities Whereas in their countries salaries are increased 
automatically every year through the cost of living index, their 
economic advice to our leaders is not to increase wages at all until 
workers go on strike or give up the ghost, knowing filly well that 
either of these would paralyse our economy. This economically 
destructive strategy is what our succeeding governments have always 
bought, hook, line and sinker. It has led to the paralysing phenomenon 
of brain drain and the attendant underdevelopment of our nation. 

I make bold to say that people of the outside world have greater 
respect for the intellectuals, especially of Professor Soyinka's stamp, 
than they do our government. They can fool our government but they 
cannot fool our intellectuals. They know this, and I believe that because 
they know this, they will never feel comfortable if our intellectuals are 
in politics To be useful, knowledge must be public as contained in 
journals and textbooks all over the world. It is precisely for this reason 
that a professor of medicine, philosophy, science, economics, 
mathematics or technology in Nigeria is welcome in universities abroad 
through the mechanism of brain drain. Yet, the same people who 
appreciate education in their own countries, especially university 
education, always deceive our leaders igto beiizving and accepting 



that we should give more money to Construction Companies than we 
give to our universities. And our leaders have bought this contradictory 
supposition without any reservation. The reward is one university 
crises after the other, inferior manpower and chronic 
underdevelo?ment. And people of the outside world enjoy all these 
while we fight ourselves to finish at home. 

A Western philosopher once thought that there was no logical 
reason for him to prefer the burning of one of his fingers to the 
destruction of the human race. You may be surprised if I tell you that 
there is no logical fault in this kind of reasoning. It is only morally 
repu!sive. If we apply the principle behind this statement which, by all 
means, is an abstractedly tenable hypothesis and logically defensible, 
I can assure us that America, Britain and France have no logical reason 
to prefer 'sing their oil wells to the total destruction of Nigeria. It is 
then we shall Lmow that the only relation between Nigeria and America, 
Britain or F r ~ n c e  is not that we are human beings like them, but that 
we have oil and other mineral resources which they badly need. and 
which they thought God should have given them in the first place, 
And so we mistake their love of our oil for love of Nigeria when, as a 
matter of bare. brute fact they see us as brutes, pie-logical, 
indisciplined, iawiess and cormpt. To them, there is nothing they think 
is worth presenting about our democracy either on their televisions or 
their newspapers other than rigging of elections or the staging of coup- 
de iprj which nature has cruelly bestowed on us by v i ~ u e  of the 
contradiction. indiscipliile, lawlessness, greed and corruption in our 
society. 

Karl JI,farx has said that phi!orophers have only interpreted 
the ~vorld; rhe point. however, is to cha-ne it,'" imiih: hat;- icte.piaed - our social and political maladies in orce; to give 5 u ; p p ~ r t  :o my political 
scepticism_'" t u :  yo11 may still say tho! the real point i s  to change 
Nigerians a ~ d  Yiperia. You may go 5, to say that my lectl-~re is 
unhelpful if: do  not tell you how we can ihaiige the 'lorribi-; iitLl;ltion:j 

1 have painted about Nigeria where indisciphne, lawlessness, greed 
and cormption have made democracy as dead as a dodo, or is being 
pulled up and down like a yoyo My answer would be that any change 
such as would bring about a stable democracy in Nigeria is difficult, if 
not impossible, in this generatioo. Avo had said that we cannot see 
Democracy in our life time. To this t shall add, not only in cur lifetime, 
but also in our next generation, if situatiors remain as they are. First, 
in order to change Nigerians and Yigeria for the better, you have to 
change the attitudes of people, This is difficult. What this means is 
that in order to change Nigeria we have io chafige the attitudes of 
Nigerians. - 

Second, suppose that Nigeria is just what I think it is - a land 
full of contradictions and absurdities, incurable maladies such as 
indiscipline, la~vlessness, %reed and corruption? What if we compare 
all rhese maladies to actual madness which are usually manifes~zd in 
various degrees. Then you will agree with me that there are degrees 
of madness - elementary, intermediate and advanced There are the 
mad people who still wear clothes but with their hair unkempt, walk 
in the streets talking nonsense and to nobody in particular, and laughing 
at sporadic intervals. There are also some others who are half naked 
and walk in the streets carrying big stones on their heads. These kinds 
of elementary and intermediate madness can still be treated in mentrl 
hospitals or mental homes, But for the advanced ones, i e  the ones 
that make people walk about naked in the market place, as the Yoruba 
will say, there seem to be no remedy, I do not believe that our social 
and political maladies have reached an adbanced stage, only that we 
are almost near that stage, and God forbid we ever reach that advanced 
staye of madness. 

In all the circumstances detailed above, there now appears to 
me four options as possible refiedies far our social and political 
maladies First to be considered is "~ .VC!G~.~D'S  theory of Democratic 
socialisl;~ or egalitarianism (some neo?lt: c;ill i t  i l~,~oisrn).  the greatest 



good of the greatest number, as opposed to the greatest good of the 
fewest member, in our society I say this because I had moved very 
close to Awolowo in the last seven years of his life, have read and 
studied most ofhis writings and have continued to propagate in writing 
his social and political ideas as founded on his philosophy of man and 
the regime of mental magnitude. Second and third options: either we 
pray to God to send down a Messiah to cleanse and heal Nigeria of its 
various maladies, as some people are doing now in churches, vigils, 
crusades and revivals, or we are purged and cleansed of our maladies 
by the aggrieved and angry poor masses and area boys by means of a 
revolution that may sweep away many of us who may be so unfomnate r 

as to be caught riding on okadas, second hand vehicles or, worse still, 
first hand iehicles, or found living in good houses and, worse still, in 
palatial buildinzs where we can afford to have three square meals a 
day with our families. The French Revolution may be a child's play, 
That revolution may change peoples' attitude more by force than by 
persuasion. Enforcement of revolutionary laws may keep everybody 
on hisher toes while lawlessness and corruption may be feared like 
death. My fear or scepticism is that, since the revolutionaries would 
be Nigerians, they may relapse into eating the forbidden fruits of 
contradictions, indiscipline, lawlessness, greed and corruption. h d  
this will take us back to square one 

We are not unmindhl of the efforts being made by !he present 
government to cub corruption. But the fact that the Independent 
Corrupt Practices Commission (ICPC) has never succeeded in 
prosecuting anybody for over four years tells a lot about our sincerity 
in the enforcement of laws against cormption and lack of accountability 
in public office -? We may, therefore, suggest a traditional option - 
Agog0 Eei~jn. in the Yoruba play, agogo eewo is a deadly device gsed 
to identi? indisciplined, lawless, greedy and corrupt people in a society. 
If yrafl, embezzlement, murder or any immoral act was committed, 
all those suspectsd tc be responsible for such an act would have to 

swear that they had not comm!t:::d :i-: oRencs with which they were 
charged, or they confess their sins .~?d promise to rsturn their loots 
(in the case of embezzlement of pubiic funds) before the bell - agogo 
eewo - is rung seven times At the first, second or third ringing ofthe 
bell, the offenders begin to feel uneasy, and if they are wise, they 
confess their guilt publicly, and are ready to return the money or 
property embezzled. If they are adamant and rekse to confess or 
swear in the public, instant death occurs before or at the seventh ringing 
of the bell. Perhaps this traditional method of dealing with indisciplined, 
lawless, greedy and corrupt peoplein the play could be adopted 
throughout the nation, otherwise we are doomed to extinction. Its 
adoption might put to an end the social and political maladies in our 
society so that, in Nigeria, we begin to see the dawn of a shining light. 
In short, we assert that either w e  call Awo's social and political 
philosophy to the rescue or wc are blessed with a God-sent Messiah 
or, failing these, wz are visited by a revolution of young, decent, honest 
and highly dedicated group of people, or vie re-cail Agogo-eewo to 
do thejob. It is my opinion that Nigeria needs :my ofthese four options 
in order to establish the most fundmental aspect of good governance 
- .JIJSTICE, the quintessence of democracy. 

i z . f ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~  has said, by the a,utlho&y of the Holy Bible: : O V ~  

the Lord o u r  God with all your heac, with 311 yoor soul. That is the 
greatest commandnent. It comes first. The second is like it: love your 
neighbour as thysdf Everything in t5e law a ~ d  prophets hangs on 
these two  commandment^.^' Auden has also said: we must love one 
another or we die." And Jesus Christ mid: 1 cone not to judge the 
world but to save it." From all these it appzars that Nigerians now 
have two paths lying before them: the one leading to destruction and 
the other leading to salvation and suwival or democracy. . . 

Having said all these you may want :o ask: who is thls 
philosopher talking as if he is not bimseliaNigerian7 M:d rcply is that 
it is beczuse I am a hll-blooded Nigerian who has studied Nigerians 



and the Nigerian situation very q W \ ~ l j  :hat I consider myself qualified to 
say as much as 1 have said in this inaqural lecture. I might wish to 
disarm people's criticism by quickly saying that, as a Nigerian and a 
product of Nigerian society, I am guilty, and theoretically speaking, 
we are all guilty without exemption. of the various maladies enunciated 
in this lecture. If 1 try to exempt myself. my philosopher colleagues 
will remind me of the Liar paradox. That is, if I say dl Nigerians are 
liars, then by virtue ofthe fact that 1 am a Nigerian, I too am a liar, in 
which case my statement that all Nigerians are liars is a lie You will 
then say I am also one of those indisciplined, lawless and c o r n i t  
Nigerians. However, there is nothing wrong if by reflection and 
impatience with illoi$calitp I open up  and speak the truth about our 
maladies - the maladies on which I base my scepticism. But you will 
then remind me that the truth has been told by the immortal Awo that 
L L as there are good soldiers, so niso there are good poiiticians. Not all 

soldiers are saints and not ail politicians are deviIs".'l admit, therefore, 
that there exist some Nigerians in gov.$mment, the National and State 
Assemblies, the j ~ i l i c i a ? ~  the public service, parastatals and private 
crgai?isafions .'.?'-I. sr:: disd~iinrri ,  !2.L:v-S1i md honest and who may 
know themseix;cs 3; .i;i~?, "i; ih- i.,eigh! of avidence clearly rhowr 
that thesl peop!c ;re i . 2 ~  f:: c-tw~, us, md it might have been for 
their sake tha? Nlgeri; i!s; nci bee2 cc;m~ned by Holy Ghost fire, 
Bur among cormptizi.: and incoinctlb:e 3iigerians some people have 
to cry out when Nigeria bums as a resuit of her sins oFcon~missions 
and omissions. Nevertheless, sins are sins and, as i have said, we are 
all probably guilty of one of these sins or the other. \/lay be with this 
inaugural lecture you may think that I should be exempted, at least 
for today or for a while. i doubt if you will, Lut if you do, 1'11 be 
uncomfortable with your judgement, 

the one who knew that he knew Zdt, l e  considered himself the wisest 
man in Athens. He then advised: exainine yourself, for an unexamined 
life is not worth living." I may then ask: what about unexamined 
Nigerians and our social and political organisations and strategies for 
survival, in the face of our social and political maladies in this age of 
giobalisationP You may think that Socrates has answered this 
question, but I still have the right to leave the question for you to 

Socratei said: he who knows not a ~ d  h u u s  nct that he knows 
not, is a fool. On the other hand, he who knows not and knows that 
he knows not is a wise man Because Socrates thought that he was 

answer. 

At this stage, you may think that I have said all I could say 
mmming my scepticism about Nigeria's social and political situations, 
based on my perceptions of the numerous maladies that have tormented 
this nation. But Mr. vice-chancellor, sir, permit me to say that I have 
not said all that could be said about the reasons for my scepticism and 
what the outside world may think about u s  As Nigerians in a  count^ 
full of contradictions and who zre notorious for indiscipline, 
lawlessness, greed, corruption and other auxiliary vices ever known 
to humanity, our image and that of our coontrj hms been of great 

to some well meaning Nigerians and other people from the 
~ ~ t s i d e  world. Which means we are in great trouble at 59mr and 
abroad This is fact. Facts are f aas  and cancot be dispured Sn; if 
what 1 have said in my lecture today are facts as opposed to fictions, 
than they wculd remain so to the outside world. and our relation to 
this outside world would be in the liglit of these facts But I think that, 
for now, i have said enough and cannot say more. As a philosopher 
once said, .'what we can't say we can't say, and we cannot whistle it 
either" And so, ladies and gentlemen, the rest is silence. 

bfr, vce-Chancellor, sir, permit me to break ths  silence by 
saying, from the very bottom of my heart, thank YOU all for listening 
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